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Abstract

The present study outlines the involvement of the YorkU group in the TREC 2022 Deep
Learning Track. This year, the investigation into the fusion of BM25 and the deep learning
model, which was initiated in the previous year, is pursued further. The findings from last
year’s experiments indicate that while the deep learning model was superior for most queries,
BM25 demonstrated better performance for particular queries. In our contribution, the queries
were classified: BM25 was utilized directly as the final ranking result for queries suited to
it, whereas the results of the deep learning model were employed for queries incompatible
with BM25. The experimental results indicate that this integrated approach yields improved
results.
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1 Introduction

Recent developments in deep learning-based dense passage retrieval [1] have exhibited remarkable
superiority over traditional retrieval techniques such as TF-IDF and BM25 [2] on established question-
answering and information retrieval (IR) datasets. These dense models are trained using annotated
datasets and several of them have been demonstrated to outperform BM25 with as few as 1000 supervised
examples trained using BERT [3, 4] as a pre-trained model with fine-tuning, indicating high potential
for practical applications and suggesting a possibility of substitution for traditional retrieval methods.
In a prior study [5], we posited that the dense retrieval model has not yet attained sufficient capability
to entirely replace traditional methods. And we explored some of the fundamental limitations that still
afflict dense retrievers.

The present study builds upon the research from last year, with a focus on investigating methods
for the enhanced integration of BM25 and deep learning models. In the prior study, it was discovered
that while the deep learning model outperformed the traditional retrieval model for most queries, BM25
demonstrated superior performance for specific queries, such as those involving proper names. As demon-
strated in Table 1 of the prior study, BM25 was observed to outperform the BERT model for queries
containing special entities, such as names of individuals, places, organizations, and specialized terms.
These entities, which are frequently encountered in real-life queries, exhibit similar characteristics, such
as a limited number of synonyms, specificity to a particular entity, and a relatively fixed position in the
query. These features make BM25 particularly well-suited for handling these queries, while the deep
learning model, which is based on word embeddings, may treat similar words as synonyms and therefore
retrieve irrelevant passages. Hence, this study endeavors to investigate the possibility of combining BM25
and the deep learning model, such that BM25 results are utilized for specific queries and the results of
the deep learning model are employed for other queries.

2 Related Work

Deep Learning in IR Prior to the emergence of dense retrieval models, traditional retrieval tech-
niques, such as TF-IDF and BM25, were widely utilized in information retrieval systems [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
These methods are characterized by relying on mathematical models to describe the retrieval process and
using weighted term matching between queries and passages to determine similarity. Unlike dense models,
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Table 1: BM25 was observed to outperform the BERT model for queries containing special entities from
YorkU’s results of the TREC 2021 Deep Learning Track with the evaluation of NDCG@10.

Query ID Question BM25 YorkU21a

168329
does light intensity or concentration of carbon dioxide have
a higher rate of photosynthesis

0.7179 0.6937

190623 for what is david w. taylor known 0.5812 0.2962
508292 symptoms of neuroma 0.5000 0.3708
1128632 is levothyroxine likely to cause weight loss or weight gain 0.9009 0.8582

traditional retrieval models do not require training on labeled datasets. Although traditional retrieval
models excel at lexical matching, they are deficient in capturing synonymy and semantic relationships.

In contrast, dense models utilize pre-trained language models, such as BERT, to compute similarity
through embeddings learned from labeled datasets. These models typically employ two encoders - one
for the query and one for the passage - and fine-tune the downstream tasks based on pre-trained models.
Both queries and passages are represented as word embeddings, and the top passages with the highest
similarity scores to the query are returned and ranked accordingly.

Despite their remarkable performance within their training domain, the effectiveness of dense retrievers
in generalizing to new domain remains a challenge. Thakur et al. [11] introduced a zero-shot benchmark
named BEIR, which demonstrated that dense retrieval models did not perform as well as BM25 in the
majority of their datasets. Lewis et al. [12] discovered that the model had a tendency to memorize the
training data, resulting from the substantial overlap between the training and test sets and the proclivity
of deep learning models to overfit the training data for optimal performance. Chen et al. [13] devised
the AmbER to assess entity disambiguation proficiency, and they found that the models performed
significantly worse on rare entities than on common entities. Sciavolino’s findings [14] were in line
with this, indicating that the performance of dense retrieval models requires improvement in terms of
generalizability, particularly when it comes to rare entities. Their study concluded that the integration
of BM25 and deep learning models is a viable option.

Relationship Extraction Relationship extraction techniques can be broadly categorized into tra-
ditional and neural network-based methods. Traditional methods encompass manual, unsupervised, and
supervised approaches. The manual method [15] involves incorporating linguistic knowledge to construct
a linguistic model based on words, syntax, or semantics. The model is then utilized to match preprocessed
sentences and establish the corresponding linguistic relation. In contrast, the unsupervised approach [16]
seeks to determine semantic relations by extracting entities and their contexts and grouping them based
on similarities in contextual information. The supervised approach views relationship extraction as a
classification problem and employs data-based features [17], derived from entity context semantics or
syntax, to train classifiers for each related entity. In testing, the classifier can recognize the relation of a
new entity if its features are similar. However, this method requires high-quality features. An alternative
approach, proposed by Mooney et al. [18], is to design a kernel function for classification.

Recent advancements in relation extraction techniques have led to the widespread adoption of neural
network-based methods. Liu et al. [19] were the pioneering researchers to apply the Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) model to relation extraction, transforming sentences into word embeddings through the
use of a synonym dictionary and other lexical features. The output of the model is the relationship
classification probability between entities. Xu et al. [20] sought to enhance the semantic aspect of the
method by using the shortest dependency path (SDP) and incorporating the central part of the sentence
as input, while removing irrelevant words for improved accuracy. Zhang et al. [21] posited that relation
extraction necessitates comprehensive and continuous information from all words in the sentence and
utilized bi-directional long short-term memory networks (BLSTM) for sentence-level representation and
feature improvement. Zhou et al. [22] proposed the use of an attention mechanism for BLSTM to
extract essential features from the data, without relying on external resources. However, for a complete
representation of the sentence, additional knowledge or resources, such as knowledge graphs, may be
required. Ji et al. [23] introduced the concept of relational vectors from knowledge graphs to represent
the features of relationships. Qin et al. [24] focused on improving the quality of the dataset by using
reinforcement learning to filter mislabeled sentences and reduce data noise, thereby forming a new high-
confidence training dataset that enhances the performance of the trained model.



3 Our Methods

Our approach is a simplistic yet effective technique in conjunction with relation extraction to deter-
mine the suitability of a query for retrieval through BM25. The ranking produced by the deep learning
model is then replaced with the ranking generated by BM25 for these queries, thereby improving re-
trieval performance. Details will be presented in the following Section 3.1 and 3.2. During this year’s
participation, we presented two outcomes: the dense retrieval YorkU22a and the non-dense retrieval
YorkU22b.

Table 2: Different performance of BM25 based on different queries from YorkU’s results of the TREC
2021 Deep Learning Track with the evaluation of NDCG@10.

Query ID Question BM25 YorkU21a
1129560 accounting definition of building improvements 0.3274 0.6423

168329
does light intensity or concentration of carbon dioxide have
a higher rate of photosynthesis

0.7179 0.6937

225975 how does my baby get submitted for medicaid after birth 0.0000 0.4885

3.1 Relation Extraction

The results of last year’s experiments indicate that BM25 is not as effective for short queries as it is
for queries containing special entities. As demonstrated in Table 2, the query “1129560” (“accounting
definition of building improvements”) is a short query, but BM25’s performance is not good. Conversely,
the query “168329” (“does light intensity or concentration of carbon dioxide have a higher rate of photo-
synthesis”) is a longer, semantically complex query that would typically be better suited to deep learning
models, however, BM25 yields superior results. Despite the lack of semantic relationship between the
words in the query, BM25 is still able to identify relevant documents by the presence of several special
entities, such as “light intensity”, “carbon dioxide”, and “photosynthesis”. Particularly, the entity “pho-
tosynthesis” is a term with limited synonyms, and BM25 tends to perform well in the presence of such
entities.

On the other hand, the query “225975” (“how does my baby get submitted for medicaid after birth”)
yields an 0.00 NDCG score in the top-10 hits for BM25 due to the absence of special entities. Therefore,
we refer that entities such as “photosynthesis”, “david w. taylor”, “neuroma”, and “levothyroxine” as
strong entities, and BM25 tends to perform better in the query with strong entities.

Based on this analysis, the goal of relation extraction is set as the identification of strong entities.
These entities are classified, including names of individuals, locations, organizations, and specialized
terms such as medical terms. In other words, the strong entities are the core keywords in the sentence.

We adopt the YAKE model [25], which is a lightweight unsupervised automatic keyword extraction
method that relies on extracted statistical text features to select the most relevant keywords in the text.
Also, we utilize Gensim and Rake-NLTK (Rapid Automatic Keyword Extraction algorithm with the
NLTK toolkit) to identify strong entites. If their results match with the YAKE model, the extracted
entites are proved to be correct. Otherwise, the entity is discarded.

3.2 Dense Retrieval

In this year’s full-passage ranking task, we submitted two runs: YorkU22a and YorkU22b. The
YorkU22b is a non-dense retrieval and serves as the first stage of the dense retrieval, YorkU22a. Since this
year’s work builds on last year’s efforts, we adopt the same dense retrieval architecture. The Sentence-
BERT (SBERT) [26] model was used as the pre-training model, and the Bi-Encoder was applied to
generate the first ranking result of the dense retrieval, i.e., YorkU22b. After performing relation extraction
on the query, we identify queries containing strong entities, and compute their BM25 ranking results
through Anserini [27]. The results of the strong entity queries in YorkU22b were then substituted with
their corresponding BM25 results, forming a new first-stage ranking. Finally, YorkU22a was obtained by
using the Cross-Encoder, with the scope of documents limited to those retrieved in the previous ranking.

4 Results

Our experiment runs are denoted as: Anserini BM25, YorkU22a, YorkU22a−BM25, YorkU22a+BM25,
YorkU22b, YorkU22b+BM25. Table 3 presents the detailed descriptions of these runs are as follows.



Table 3: Runs Description

Runs Description
Anserini BM25 The BM25 baseline.
YorkU22b The first ranking obtained from SBERT.
YorkU22b+BM25 The first ranking combined with BM25.
YorkU22a The re-ranking based on the first ranking combined with BM25.
YorkU22a−BM25 The re-ranking based on the first ranking without combining BM25.
YorkU22a+BM25 The optimal result combines re-ranking and BM25.

Table 4: Results with Different Runs.

Runs MAP@100 P@10 NDCG@10 NDCG@100
Anserini BM25 0.0325 0.1421 0.2692 0.2133

YorkU22b 0.1130 0.3947 0.5076 0.3408
YorkU22b+BM25 0.1162 0.4066 0.5181 0.3471
YorkU22a−BM25 0.1989 0.5288 0.6003 0.4587

YorkU22a 0.2003 0.5316 0.6089 0.4610
YorkU22a+BM25 0.2011 0.5303 0.6144 0.4628

The experimental results of all runs are presented in Table 4. It can be observed that the traditional
BM25 model, serving as the baseline, exhibits significantly lower performance compared to the other
models. However, in the first-stage ranking, replacing the results of the deep learning model for the
strong entity queries with their BM25 results leads to improved performance. The re-ranking results of
the dense retrieval that underwent this method also showed improvement. Furthermore, the possibility
of combining the re-ranked results with BM25 was explored, as depicted in Table 5. It is noteworthy
that even after re-ranking, YorkU22a still demonstrates inferior results compared to BM25, and directly
replacing them with BM25 results improves retrieval performance. This is reflected in the result of
the experiment, represented by YorkU22a+BM25. This suggests that the deep learning model fails to
fully capture all the information obtained from BM25 in the first ranking, and there remains room for
optimization in the results after replacing the queries with strong entities.

Table 5: The queries that BM25 outperform YorkU22a at the evaluation of NDCG@10.

Query ID Question BM25 YorkU22a
2003157 how to cook frozen ham steak on nuwave oven 0.3089 0.2415
2006211 what does auslan interpreted performance mean 0.4203 0.2393

5 Conclusion and Future Work

It is a widely acknowledged fact that deep learning-based information retrieval models outperform
the traditional BM25. However, BM25 remains a prevalent information retrieval algorithm due to its
mathematical explanation of the retrieval process to a certain extent, which is lacking in deep learning
models. On the other hand, training deep learning models is resource-intensive and requires large amounts
of training data, often unavailable in fields such as biology and medicine. It is feasible to utilize a
small-scale pre-trained model combined with traditional retrieval methods to improve performance. The
approach proposed in this paper attempts to address this issue by employing relation extraction to identify
strong entity queries and combining the results of the deep learning model with the BM25 results of such
queries to achieve better results. In the future, we consider using other sentence features, like positional
context, to improve retrieval performance.
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